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The Habilitation Thesis by Dr, Ondřej Turek is devoted to quantum
graplrs - ordinary differential operators on metric graphs - the area he

has been working in since his PhD studies with P. Exner, one of the
experts irr the area. One can clearly see two major themes discussed:

o vertex conditions and symmetries;
o infinite periodic quantum graphs in connection with Bethe-

Sommerfeld conjecture.

It is natural to discrns these two areas separately.

VBnrpx CoNDITIoNS FoR QUANTUI\{ GRAeHS AND SeECIAL
CLASStrS OF MATRICES WITH SYIVÍMETRIES

Given a (formally symmetrrc) differential expression on a metric
graph formed by a collection of intervals, to turlr it inLo a self-adjoint
operator one has to provide extra conditions connccting values of the
functions and their derivatives at the vertices. so-called vertex condi-
tions. Self-adjointness of the operator is required by quantum mechan-
ics, also certain rnodifications like 2T-symmetric quantum mechanics
are possible.. In many applications, the metric graph is given (de-

termined by the physical system one aims to model), the differentia]
operator is often taken equal to the Laplacian (iníluence of tlre poten-
tial on spectral properties of the systcm is secondary), hence it remains
to choose vertex conditions. The most often used vertex conditions are
standard vertex conditions requiring that the function is continuous
at the vertices (condition welcomed by physicists) and the sum of ori
ented derivates sums up to zero at el,ery vertex. These two conditions
are often named by cont,inui,ty and Ki,rchhofrs conditions respectively.
Standard conditiorr appear rraturally ií t}re operator is defined by its
(formal) quadratic form on continuous functions, So this condition is
natural to require if nothing is known about the strrrcture of the junc-
tion. All edges joined at such vertex are not only equal but the order
they appear is irrelevant.

If one is interested in characterising all possible vertex conditions,
then the (unitary) l,ertex scattering matrix S,(1) (denoted by [/ in the
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thesis) can serve as a perfect parameter: it ttot oIrly deterrrrines ver-

tex conditions in a unique way but has a clear physical interpretation
(see formula (1.5) and Observation 1.4.2). Using this parametrisation
it is not a hard task to characterise aI] vertex conditions possessing

different symmetry properties (rotationaily invariant, permutation in-
variant, eťc.). FYom the physical point of view scattering matrices
having equa] transmission plobabilities are of particular interest. The
reason is two-fold:

. on one side only transmission probabilities (squared absolute
values of the scattering coefficients forming the vertex scattering
nratrix) can be effectively measured in an experiment;

o on the other hand having no particular knowledge of how the
eriges are connected to each other leaves no other option than
assuming that all transmission probabilities are equal.

It was noted by Y. Smilansky that standard vertex conditions colre-
sponding to the scattering matrix

(_pu-

where rr, is the degree of the vertex, also determining equal transmis-
sion probabilities, tend to - 1 as n -+ oo meaning that waves reflect
completely from high degree vertices. Such be}raviout, is considered
unphys,ical and naturally raiscs thc question of charactering all equi-
transmitting vertex scattering matrices called VIPS-matrices (matrices
with modular permutation sJ/mmetry) in the thesis..

The first part of the thesis is devoted to this problem and differ-
ent aspects of equi-transmitting scattering matrices are discussed, in
particular the following mathematical probiems have been soil,ed:

o characterisation of all vertex conditions leading to Mps scat-
tering matrices;

o characterisation of all Hermitian MPS-matrices;
o construction of explicit examples of such matrices, including

circulant matrices;
o connection to classical Hadamard matrices,

It is a pity that Dr. Tirrek ignored reler,ant publications where few

of the results have already been proven, especialiy [2] based on [1]

appeared earlier:
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The results ploven by Dr. Turek and other authors complement
each other in a nice way. Nevertheless analysis carried out by Dr,
T\rrek is rather complete and demonstrates a high 1evel of indepen-
dence, especially since most of the papers on this subject were written
independently of the fclrrnet, supervisor, Prof, P. Exner, who is one of
the foundcls of thc spectral theory of quantum graphs.

What I particularly like in these results is the ability to combine
mathematical rigour with phvsical intuition. Let me just mentiorl two
examples:

o quantum gates with control constructed in Paper C:
to construct the model one neerls to understand extension the-
ory for symmetric operatols as weII as physics of quantun fil-
ters;

. generalised Hadamard and conference matrices appeared
in Paper F:
here Dr, Ttrek demorrstrates his ability to generalise classical
circulant liadamard and conference matrices from linear algebra
following the needs of qttantum graph models.
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Pnruootc QUANTUM GRAeHS eNo BBIHB-Sotraupnroln
CONJECTURE

Tlre second part of the thesis (Papers G-J) is devoted to periodic
metric grap}is with focus on Betlre-Sornrnerfeld property, z.e. whether
thc corresponding operator has a finite number of gaps in the spec-
trum or not. Another interesting problem is existence of flat bands -
infinitely degenerated eigenvalues. Taking two- and three- dirrrensiorral
lattices formed by metric graphs one may expect that the corrcsponding
operator always has a finite number of gaps. It appears that quantum
graphs on such lattices are not quite multidimensional and may have
irrfirrilely Inany gaps in the spectrum. This is the main result of Papers
I and J.

Tlying to understa,nd whether the number of gaps is finite or infinite
for lattices it is natural to start with few examples such as standard con-
ditions, continuing with so-called scaiing-invariant conditions lcading
to energy-independent vertex scattering matrices, and finally looking
at most general vertex conditions. One may also instead of square
lattices cousider rectangular ones. The probleln one faces is that not-
standard lertex conditions lead to involved calcuiations making it hard
to cleternrine the nrrmber of gaps. So the Dr. Túrek in collaboration
with P. Exner after proving several negati,ue resuits finally decided to
analyse square lattice rvith delta conditions at the vertices. It appears
that the result depend on number-theoretical properties of the ratic;
between the two periods. To derive the results it appeared nece§saq/
to introduce a certain generalisation of tlre N{arkov corrstant describing
how good an irrational numbcr could be approximated by rationals.
Theorem 4.5 in Paper I states that properly choosing coupling palam-
eter in the delta interaction one may achieve periodic quantum graphs
with a finite number of gaps. To my opinion it is not onl), a beautiful
result from spectral theory but also a result that nobody was expecting.
It is based on a fine analysis of the interplay between the behaviour
of open gaps and approximations of irrational numbers. It illustrates
oncc more mathematical abilities of Dr. Turek to study a new area of
mathematics that appea,Ts important íbr his strrdies and find out the
only way out in the labvrinth of mathematical possibilities.

In the last Paper J Dr. T\rrek alone generalises these rcsu}ts to
the case of cuboidal and even hyperrectangular lattices. It appears
that precisely the same idea works: graphs with badly approximable
ratios betrveen the eclge lengths may lead to periodic quantum graphs
with a finite number of gaps, provided the de]ta couplings are properly
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chosen. One would expect such result after Paper I, but precise form
of the involved quantities requircd careful analysis to be carried out.

Sututr,taRv

Dr, Ondrej T\rrek is an active still 5,611119 mathematical phvsicist
witlr a broad network of collaborators and severa] interesting results
obtained. There is no doubt that his competence is sufficient for Ha-
bilitation and current thesis just supports this conclusion. What is
important is that he demonstrated ability to carry out irrdependent
research after his PhD thesis. Habilitation will hclp Dr. T\rrek in his
further caleer and development.
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